Purpose To identify preoperative factors associated with the surgical corrective effect of contralateral inferior rectus recession (IRR) for vertical deviation in patients with congenital superior oblique palsy (SOP). Methods This retrospective study included 20 treatment-naïve patients with unilateral congenital SOP (age range, 6-79 years) who underwent contralateral IRR according to our basic policy to select IRR for paretic eye fixation. The corrective effect (°/mm) of IRR was defined as the difference in the vertical deviation at the primary gaze position between before and 6-18 months after surgery per distance of recession. We also measured the preoperative vertical deviation at primary and secondary gaze positions, and vertical deviation with headtilting, and calculated the difference in vertical deviation between these positions. We analyzed the correlation between the corrective effect of IRR and these study parameters. Results The mean corrective effect of IRR was 2.4 ± 1.6°/mm, which had a significant correlation with preoperative differences in vertical deviation between the primary gaze position and the downward (P = 0.004, r = −0.61) and contralateral gaze positions (P = 0.03, r = −0.48); and the presence of preoperative stereopsis (P = 0.02, r = −0.51). After excluding a statistical outlier, the correlation between the corrective effect and the difference between the primary and contralateral gaze positions was no longer significant (P = 0.07), while the other two relationships remained significant. Conclusions Our findings suggest that preoperative differences in vertical deviation between the primary and downward gaze positions and the presence of preoperative stereopsis are important considerations prior to performing IRR for congenital SOP, particularly with paretic eye fixation.
Introduction
Contralateral inferior rectus recession (IRR) is an option for the surgical treatment for patients with congenital superior oblique palsy (SOP). Knapp classified SOP into five patterns according to a grading system based on the positions of greatest vertical misalignment [1, 2] . Knapp's classifications system is widely used for the selection of surgical procedure for SOP [3] [4] [5] [6] ; therefore, IRR is performed less frequently than other procedures. For example, in a report by von Noorden et al., IRR was selected to treat SOP in only 9% of cases, whereas ipsilateral inferior oblique recession (IOR) was used in 56% [3] . However, Miyata et al. reported that IRR, when selected on the basis of eye fixation, improved excyclodeviation in the vertical and horizontal gaze positions of patients with congenital SOP [7] . Furthermore, this procedure is easier to perform than IOR because the insertion of the inferior oblique (IO) muscle is deep and the vortex vein is often close to the IO muscle. However, a significant concern of using IRR for treating SOP is the instability of the surgical corrective effect on vertical deviation. Therefore, the preoperative prognostic factors associated with the corrective effect of IRR need to be elucidated.
In most patients with monocular congenital SOP, the strabismic eye is the paretic eye. Thus, IOR of the paretic eye is a reasonable treatment choice. However, some patients, particularly adults with decompensated palsy, exhibit paretic eye fixation. Jiang and Demer reported that contralateral IR contracture is observed in patients with unilateral SOP using highresolution magnetic resonance images (MRI) [8] . This finding may result from the effects of long-term palsy, including patients with paretic eye fixation. Dickey et al. reviewed that contracture of the contralateral inferior rectus (IR) muscle develops in cases of unilateral SOP where fixation occurs in the paretic eye because of prolonged hypodeviation of the nonparetic eye [9] . This IR contracture would influence the corrective effect of IRR. However, to what degree IR contracture impacts the corrective effect of IRR with respect to eye fixation has not been determined. The corrective effect of IRR is, therefore, difficult to predict before surgery.
Von Noorden et al. reported the corrective effect of SOP surgery for the nine cardinal positions of the gaze according to Knapp's recommendations [3] . They demonstrated that the corrective effect of IRR on vertical deviation was 4.82, 8.91, and 17.45 prism diopters in the upward, primary, and downward gaze positions respectively. However, preoperative vertical deviation differed between the upward and downward gaze positions because the majority of cases studied were Knapp class V. Because IRR is often performed for Knapp class V cases [5] , the corrective effect of IRR for other SOP cases, such as those with similar vertical deviation in the upward and downward gaze positions, has not been determined.
In this study, we investigated the corrective effect of IRR, with reference to eye fixation. Furthermore, we investigated the preoperative factors associated with the surgical corrective effect of IRR on vertical deviation, by considering vertical deviation in the primary and secondary gaze positions.
Materials and methods
This retrospective cohort study was approved by the Institutional Review Board (IRB) at Okayama University Graduate School of Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmaceutical Sciences (Okayama, Japan). All study protocols adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki. For treatment, written informed consent was obtained from each patient or guardian. According to our IRB guidelines, informed consent was not needed for retrospective review of the patients' medical records.
Subjects
Consecutive treatment-naïve Japanese patients (n = 131) who underwent vertical muscle surgery for unilateral congenital SOP, who visited the Department of Ophthalmology at Okayama University Graduate School of Medicine, Dentistry, and Pharmaceutical Sciences (Okayama, Japan) between June 2008 and May 2013, were initially enrolled in this study. All patients underwent comprehensive ophthalmological and strabismological examinations, including measurement of best-corrected visual acuity (BCVA) using a decimal visual acuity chart (Landolt chart); indirect ophthalmoscopy; slit-lamp biomicroscopy; measurement of stereoacuity using the TNO stereo test (Lamèris Ootech BV Nieuwegein, the Netherlands); prism and alternating cover testing at 5 m and 0.3 m; right and left head tilt test; binocularity test using Bagolini striated glasses; and ocular motility assessment. Unilateral congenital SOP, including decompensated SOP, was diagnosed using strabismological examinations (Kushner's recommendation) [10] , medical interview, and vertical fusion range by strabismus specialists. The inclusion criteria included patients with unilateral congenital SOP who underwent contralateral IRR. The exclusion criteria included the presence of dissociated vertical deviation, a previous history of head injury, masked bilateral SOP, or absence of assessable data. In total, 20 patients (ten women and ten men) with SOP were included in the final analyses.
Surgical procedures
According to our standard policy for treating treatment-naïve patients with SOP, the strabismic eye was selected for vertical muscle recession, i.e., ipsilateral IOR for cases with a fixation preference for the non-paretic eye, and contralateral IRR for cases with a fixation preference for the paretic eye. However, we occasionally perform IOR for cases with a fixation preference for the paretic eye, to correct overaction of the inferior oblique muscle (IO-OA) in the paretic eye, and IRR for cases with a fixation preference for the non-paretic eye, because of the absence of IO-OA and/or small vertical deviation. However, we did not use superior oblique tuck in any case, because it is well known to induce Brown syndrome [11] . The IR muscle was fixated using three knots of 7-0 nylon to prevent muscle slippage without horizontal transposition, and we did not use adjustable sutures to prevent late overcorrection [12] . We determined the distance of recession by 3 (Δ/mm) based on the targeted vertical deviation measured using a prism adaptation test (PAT), because Ohtsuki et al. reported the usefulness of PAT in surgery for SOP [13] . All surgeries in patients aged ≤12 years were performed under general anesthesia, whereas local anesthesia was used for all patients aged ≥13 years. The criterion for surgical motor success was a vertical deviation of ≤ 5Δ, according to a previous report [14] .
Analysis of the corrective effect of IRR and preoperative vertical deviation
We measured vertical deviation using prism and alternating cover testing. We analyzed the corrective amount (°) of IRR as the difference in vertical deviation at the primary gaze position at 5 m between before and 6-18 months after surgery. The 'corrective effect' (°/mm) of IRR was defined as the corrective amount (°) per unit distance of recession (mm). Preoperative vertical deviation was determined for the five gaze positions (primary and secondary gaze positions): primary, upward, downward, contralateral, and ipsilateral gaze positions. We calculated the difference in vertical deviation between the primary and secondary gaze positions; positive values equated to a greater vertical deviation in the secondary gaze position than the primary gaze position. We also determined vertical deviation during head-tilting and calculated the difference between vertical deviation when tilting to the contralateral and ipsilateral sides.
Statistical analysis
Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation, where applicable. All BCVA data were converted to the logarithm of the minimal angle of resolution (logMAR) for statistical analyses. All prism diopters were converted to degrees for statistical analyses. Correlation analysis was performed using Spearman's rank correlation coefficients to analyze relationships between the corrective effect of IRR and preoperative parameters including the following: age, sex, logMAR VA of eyes operated on, presence of stereopsis (stereoacuity ≤ 1980 s of arc: 0; unmeasurable stereoacuity by TNO: 1), distance of recession, duration between surgery and measurement, vertical deviation in the primary gaze position at 5 m with the head tilted to the contralateral and ipsilateral sides, difference between vertical deviation when the head was tilted to the contralateral and ipsilateral sides, vertical deviation in the primary, upward, downward, contralateral, and ipsilateral gaze positions at 5 m, and difference in vertical deviation between the primary and secondary gaze positions. Statistical outliers were defined as values smaller than the lower quartile − 1.5 × interquartile range (IQR), or larger than the upper quartile + 1.5 × IQR. For each parameter, correlation analysis was performed once using the entire data set, and then again with the outliers excluded. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS statistics software version 21 (IBM Corp., Armonk, NY, USA). A P-value of < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
Results
The characteristics of the study population are summarized in Table 1 . The patient age was 58.8 ± 18.7 years (range, 6-79 years). Postoperative data was obtained 355 ± 88 days after surgery. The prevalence of paretic eye fixation was 85% (17/ 20) . The preoperative vertical deviation in the primary gaze position at 5 m was 10.9 ± 5.4°. The distance of recession was 3.7 ± 1.0 mm. The corrective effect of IRR in the primary gaze position was 2.4 ± 1.6°/mm (Fig. 1) . One outlier of 7.3°/mm was detected. The surgical motor success rates in the primary, upward, downward, contralateral, and ipsilateral gaze positions were 70% (14/20) Correlations between the corrective effect of IRR on vertical deviation and preoperative study parameters
The correlations between the corrective effect of IRR and preoperative study parameters are presented in Table 2 . We found significant negative correlations between the corrective effect of IRR; and preoperative differences in vertical deviation between the primary gaze position and the downward (P = 0.004, r = −0.61, Fig. 2 ) and contralateral gaze positions (P = 0.03, r = −0.48), as well as the presence of preoperative stereopsis (P = 0.02, r = −0.51). There were no other significant correlations. When we excluded the outlier, the analysis confirmed a significant correlation between corrective effect; and preoperative differences in vertical deviation between the primary gaze position and the downward gaze position, and the presence of preoperative stereopsis (P = 0.01, −0.56; P = 0.049, r = −0.46, respectively). However, there was no longer a significant correlation between the corrective effect and preoperative difference between the primary and contralateral gaze positions (P = 0.07).
Discussion
The present study demonstrated that the corrective effect of IRR on vertical deviation for congenital SOP, for which the surgical procedure was selected on the basis of eye fixation, was strongly correlated with the preoperative difference in vertical deviation between the primary and downward gaze positions (P = 0.004, r = −0.61). Hence, smaller differences in preoperative vertical deviation in the downward gaze position, compared to the primary gaze position, are associated with a greater corrective effect for IRR. This result is rational, considering that the action of the contractured IR muscle is weak in the direction of the muscle action and that contracture has previously been shown to induce a high corrective effect in thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy [15] . Because our results suggest that the surgical outcomes of IRR can be predicted preoperatively, we recommend performing prism and alternating cover testing prior to surgery to compare differences in vertical deviation between the primary and downward gaze positions. Thus, we propose, as per Fig. 2 , the selection of surgical procedures other than IRR in cases with markedly less vertical deviation in the downward gaze position than in the primary gaze position.
We found that the corrective effect was larger in cases with preoperative stereopsis of ≤ 1980 s of arc. The postoperative vertical deviation was possibly underestimated in cases with stereopsis due to strong fusion. Simonsz et al. found using the Bielschowsky head-tilt test, that the ratio of change in vertical deviation against the amplitude of ocular counterrolling was higher in long-standing palsies, compared to short-standing palsies [16] . In the present study, patients with high binocularity could have had potentially decreased vertical deviation using slight head tilting, an adaptation that would not have been detected by investigators. A 30-45 min patch test could help measure the patients' deviation more accurately than the prism and alternate cover testing we performed.
In the present study, we found that the average corrective effect of IRR on vertical deviation in the primary gaze position was 2.4 ± 1.6°/mm, which is greater than that reported for IRR for the correction of hypotropia following cataract extraction (1.7 ± 1.3°/mm) [17] . This is possibly owing to greater contracture of the IR muscle in the numerous patients with SOP with paretic eye fixation in the present study (85%). Using MRI, Jiang and Demer observed that, in unilateral SOP, the contralateral IR muscle was larger and more contractile than the ipsilateral IR muscle [8] . In thyroid-associated ophthalmopathy, which is a disease characterized by IR contracture, corrective effects in vertical deviation are larger compared to those of other patients with strabismus [15] . Late overcorrection after IRR occurs at a high rate in thyroidassociated ophthalmopathy (50%) [12] , although this phenomenon sometimes also occurs in other vertical strabismus [18] . Maruo et al. reported that the rate in IRR for SOP was approximately 10% [19] . Furthermore, the vertical deviation in the primary position was more than that in the downward and upward gaze positions in the present study, which may imply that contracture of the contralateral IR and ipsilateral superior rectus muscle induced the infraduction and supraduction limits respectively. Hence, we considered Table 2 Correlations between the corrective effect of inferior rectus recession on vertical deviation and preoperative study parameters that the cause of the high corrective effect in the present study was more likely to be late overcorrection with higher frequency than late undercorrection, because the inverted Brown pattern that causes late undercorrection, in which vertical deviations in the downward and contralateral gaze positions are greater than those in the primary position, was not frequently encountered in the present study [20, 21] . The correlation analysis revealed that the corrective effect of IRR was negatively correlated with the preoperative difference in vertical deviation between the contralateral and primary gaze positions, although this relationship was no longer significant after excluding an outlier. This difference represents clinical IO-OA; thus, higher IO-OA produced a smaller corrective effect. Kishimoto et al. reported that the surgical effect of IOR was similar between patients with paretic and non-paretic eye fixation [22] . Therefore, for IOR, it is unnecessary to consider eye fixation. Although the reason for this negative correlation is unclear, IOR may be more appropriate in cases with high IO-OA, even for patients with paretic eye fixation.
Motor success was achieved in 70% and 55% in the primary and downward gaze positions respectively, and reoperation was necessary in 15% of patients in the present study. In four patients with 1°greater preoperative vertical deviation in the downward gaze position than in the primary gaze position, the motor success rate in the primary position was 100% and reoperation rate was 0%. A previous study reported that the reoperation rate of IRR was higher than that of IOR (16% vs 7.6%) [14] . We believe that the corrective effect of IRR is not constant, as shown in Figure 2 , which differs from the preoperative surgical table. We found that the corrective effect of IRR was larger in cases with less preoperative vertical deviation in the downward gaze position than in the primary gaze position. These results suggest that IRR could be performed in cases with 1°more preoperative vertical deviation in the downward gaze position than in the primary gaze position by conventional 3 (Δ/mm) based on the targeted vertical deviation. However, in the other cases, it would be better to calculate the distance of surgery according to the difference of vertical deviation between the downward and primary gaze positions or select other procedures.
This study had several limitations. First, due to its retrospective nature, this study was not carried out in accordance with a predetermined protocol; thus, there may have been a bias in choosing the surgical procedures. Future prospective studies, in which the distance of recession is determined before surgery using a regression line calculated from the results of our present study, could provide further evidence to support our findings. Second, we did not utilize MRI for evaluating atrophy of the superior oblique (SO) muscle or contracture of the IR muscle, which are both factors that could have influenced our results. For example, previous studies have reported atrophy or hypoplasia of the SO muscle belly [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] and contracture of the IR muscle [8] in patients with acquired SOP and those with congenital SOP. A subsequent study that investigates the correlation between the abnormal MRI features within the SO and IR muscles with the corrective effect of IRR may provide a more accurate prediction algorithm for vertical deviation before performing surgery. Third, we could not obtain patient data, including measurements vertical deviation, in the early postoperative phase. Because most of our patients were introduced from distant hospitals throughout Japan, they often returned to the original hospitals for follow-up in the early postoperative phase.
In conclusion, the important predictive factors that were associated with the corrective effect of IRR on vertical deviation were the preoperative difference in vertical deviation between the primary and downward gaze positions and the presence of preoperative stereopsis. Therefore, our findings suggest that these factors should be assessed prior to performing IRR for congenital SOP, particularly with paretic eye fixation.
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